Ridley Becomes Secretary of Student Council

Dr. Altenburg has announced that Ridley has been elected Secretary of the Student Council, a position he will hold for the next term.

SEVENTY BAND MEN NOW IN REHEARSAL

Seventy band men are now engaged in rehearsals for the forthcoming football season. The band is being trained for the annual football game against the University of Texas, scheduled for Saturday, October 1st. The band members are working hard to perfect their playing skills and to develop a new and exciting program for the game.
A SERIOUS ACCUSATION

Stooping holes from a neighbor's range or corral was an old custom among some western cattle rustlers, dealing with the neighborhood kennel's house at one time or another stirred up strife on Main Street; but this year football players from a neighboring university's classrooms is a new and interesting brand of robbery. Having nothing from the pages of custom to regulate it, and having no present legitimate excuse, it might, if not accompanied with professional dexterity and address, lose completely the confidence of the heads of those who attempt it.

Some such difficulties appears to have come to visit one of the members of the Student Union Conference. During the past week they have carried accounts of an alleged attempt on the part of district officials to convert a star freshman athlete away from the college of his choice at Froth West. One of the district's students, finding that men word failed, carried the freshman off to Missouri, where an athletic director was prepared to help the good cause along.

Such an accusation is a serious one to make against any university, within the walls of which is perfection is supposed to be of a high order, and where football is supposed to played merely for the sake of sport and not for money. It is doubly serious when aimed at an institution that has done so much for clean athletics.

Mr. R. L. Handley, business manager of the Student Union at Southern Methodist University, in a statement in the papers, has denied any knowledge of the alleged attempt to carry off a star freshman athlete away from its college of his choice at Froth West. One of the district's students, finding that men word failed, carried the freshman off to Missouri, where an athletic director was prepared to help the good cause along.

THE BAND IN NEED

Rice Institute has a band which compares favorably with any college band in America today. In actual competition with other college organizations, it has never lost a game. It is a band of which the student body has been justly proud, as it has brought the university through many perils of military duty. From a part of a group which has been equally successful in competition with the band of a neighboring university, it has shown itself unequal to the task, unless accompanied with professional dexterity and address, lose completely the confidence of the heads of those who attempt it.
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After a delightful visit in Minneapolis.

Miss Evelyn Biple, '29, entertained friends of the University of Texas at a dinner party in her home.

The late Lord Acton, a

The late Lord Acton, a

...


**Rice Lunchmen // Again on Deck**

"\n
Wishing Colonel, speaking for the Rice Lunchmen, said in the recent meeting, 'You may well be aware that the number of freshmen this year is larger than the group that has been fed here in previous years. This indicates that the number of students returning to the college is on the increase, and indicates that the standard of the institution is improving.\n
The colonel went on to say that the lunchmen are eager to serve the students with the same care and attention that they have given in the past. They are determined to keep up the high standards that have been set by the past lunchmen.\n
The students are urged to give the lunchmen their full support and cooperation in order to maintain the good name of the Rice Lunchman.\n
**Rice Grad: School Positions**

Number of the Class of 29 who had Positions\n
For proof that Rice men get out and make something of themselves, one need only look at the number of freshmen, which is about three times that of the previous years. They are taking steps toward the realization of the economic opportunities of Rice.\n
In particular—"I Get the Blues when I think two of us had every imir on our side of vengeance on us. But I see that I had been "spotted" yet.\n
**The Premier Presentations of**

**What the well-dressed Rice man is choosing for fall**

**SUIT:**

Plains fabrics, 1 or 2 button jacket with sharp lapels and button facing trim.\n
**HAT:**

High crown, two-shape fit—"the authentic university style.\n
**SHOES:**

Secured by College, a dented place.\n
**NECKWEAR:**

Pink colors and neat underarm patterns.\n
We hope your every ambition will be attained.

**WALLIS DRUG STORE**

Please have your every ambition be attained.

**Balleston's**

**The Pioneers**

Leaves Houston at 9:00 p.m.

Earlier Morning Arrival Principal Valley Points

Convenient Daylight Service Also Le., Mon., Wed., Th., Fri., Sat., Sun. 7:45 a.m. Ar. Corpus Christi: 3:45 a.m. Ar. Brownsville: 8:45 a.m.

Tickets—Reservations Complete Travel Information

**CITY TICKET OFFICE**

**St. MARK'S**

Preston 1044
Students who had pictures taken have Allen and Calvin as sophomores, get a small picture printed on cheap paper which he could not consent to without the group. This number all but book to be on the campus May 80, however, it is understood that the classes and instructors who may be interested in information can be obtained from the office or hand to the business manager at once.

The Campanile staff solicits the aid of all interested persons in making the class pictures the most popular, why!

The Rice eleven, which was held last Monday, as will be explained later, is the best team ever assembled in all the years Rice was a college. The crowd was not large, though several of the old boys were present. The Campanile Staff class pictures were judged by a single individual, and may turn out to be pictures will be "experience hovers over the whole world ordinarily sell for $10.00, will i

"It is not our business to tell you what to think, how to test, and how to think. It is our business to apply your own thinking." Dr. Lovett will be under great men-

"I hold that the unfortunate female producing most popular, why!

The most popular, why!